Clearly, the poorer performance of the multistage PIC is caused by the lack of an exact knowledge of the interfering users. This is also applicable to the partial cancellation scheme, where a compromise is made between canceling MAI and reducing the cost caused by a wrong estimation. obviously, if a certain knowledge about MAI is available, the performance of IC will be further enhanced.
In this paper, we consider the partial IC problem from another perspective.
In the first place, we propose a cost function which takes the weighting factors into account. 'l-+s !(t) "''(t) w-----w PN@)(t)
.sIn d Fig. 1 . Transmitter model for the QPSK CDMA system agram of the transmitter model is shown in Figure 1 . The equivalent complex baseband representation of the received signal at the base station can be expressed as:
where subscript i denotes the ith user, . Pi is the signal power. . K is number of active users.
We assume that the users have the purely random PN codes. For respreading, the output from the matched filter cf the ith user is given by The receiver then makes a decision based on the following rule To reduce the complexity, we suggest an LMS algorithm in the proposed adaptive multistage PIG approach. To illustrate our method, we need to sample the continuous r,sceived signal at the chip rate after the chip matched filter. This is sufficient for a synchronous system. The iV samples of the received signal within a bit can be written as
Since LMS is based on MSE criteria, the cost function given in (10) should be modified as follows The step size~plays an important role in LMS algorithm. For a normalized LMS algorithm deployed in our approach, p must satisfy O < p < 2 in order to ensure convergence [5] . Another important factor that affects the convergence rate of LMS algorithm is its initial state.
When a perfect knowledge of all users' power is available, the initial value of the weighting factor for each user can be set to its corresponding amplitude. Ideally, with this setting, if the bit estimation from previous stage is perfect, the LMS filter will not update its coefficients due to a zero error signal. In a non-ideal situation, more accurate bit estimates lead to a faster convergence of the weighting fiidors to their optimum values.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
Simulations have been carried out to evaluate the performance of various IC schemes discussed in this paper.
The system model described in Section 2 is used in our simulation.
The processing gain is set to 64. Generating functions for random PN sequences employed in our simulations are identical to those specified in IS-95 for its reverse link.
For a system with perfect power control, E~/iVO=7dB
is assumed for all users in all simulations, where Eb = p~Tb. For a power-unbalanced system, the power level is assumed to be uniformly distributed over the range from 0 to 15dB. only the performance of the weakest user is plotted where~b/~O=7dB.
Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the performance of various multiuser detection schemes in a CDMA system with perfect power control.
The partial PIC used in these plots refers to Divsalar et al.'s partial PIC approach [1, 7] . As shown in Figure 3( Figure   ? ,(a)). With an additional stage, the 2-stage partial PIG' tilers a capacity of 30 users and the 2-stage LMS PIC can support 35 users (Figure 3(b) ). The introduced adaptive PIC scheme provides a significant performance improvement with a complexity much less than the RLS decorreiating method. 
